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A racist revolutionary: the literary
career of Jean-François Dubroca as a
propagandist of the French
Consulate, 1800-1804
Antonio de Francesco

 

Bonaparte’s Atlantic ambitions

1 Washington died unaware that he had a political heir on the other side of the Atlantic

Ocean.  However,  Bonaparte,  who  had  just  taken  power  in  France,  swiftly  claimed

Washington’s political legacy1 and looked to America as the theatre for his decisive

move against England. He wanted to re-establish a good relationship with the United

States, revitalise the island of Saint-Domingue—the wealth of which was destroyed by

the slave revolt in 1791—and aimed at recouping Louisiana (and potentially Florida)

from Spain in order to support the prosperous Caribbean colonies.

2 He knew exactly what he wanted. He deemed the Directory’s policy to be wrong, aiming

as it  did to  equalise  all  the French territories,  in  both Europe and America,  to  the

institutional  structure  of  metropolitan France. 2In  his  view,  it  was  necessary  to  re-

establish clear hierarchies. France was to be placed at the centre and equipped with a

constitution favouring executive power. In Europe, affiliated political entities were no

longer to be called ‘sister republics’ but rather ‘satellite states’, for which he envisioned

a  constitution  different  from  that  of  France.  In  America,  by  contrast,  overseas

departments  were  to  go  back  to  their  original  state  of  ‘colonies’  to  support  the

homeland’s financial system. The Year VIII Constitution, the founding act of the new

consular regime, made this political viewpoint quite clear, specifying that the colonies

would  be  regulated  by  special  legislation,  which  would  give  formal  value  to  their

distinctness while essentially ratifying their subordination.
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3 Once again victorious in Italy, Bonaparte started to give shape to his project. In October

1800, he drew up an agreement with the United States, without mentioning that in the

meantime Spain had returned Louisiana to him; in February 1801, he signed the Treaty

of Lunéville with Austria and forced Britain to reach an agreement. Towards the end of

the year, when peace negotiations were making a good deal of headway, he gave his

brother-in-law,  General  Leclerc,  command  of  an  expedition  to  Saint-Domingue  to

overthrow Toussaint Louverture,  the black governor whose freedom of action went

against the reaffirmed subordination of the American colonies to the motherland. The

apex of the First Consul’s good fortune in the Americas occurred in Spring 1802: in

March,  he  signed  the  Treaty  of  Amiens  with  Britain,  which  returned  Martinique,

Tobago and Saint Lucia to France; a few weeks afterwards, Louverture was captured

and plans were laid to regain control of Louisiana. In this way, Bonaparte was sure he

could overturn power relations with Britain in the Western hemisphere, dominate the

goods trade all across the New World and crush Britain’s presence in the Caribbean

region.3

4 The unexpected event that ruined all his plans was the decision of 30 Floréal, Year X

(20th May 1802) to maintain slavery in the colonies that had just been returned to

France  by  England.  The  move  implied  that  the  abolition  of  slavery,  voted  on

16 Pluviôse,  Year II  (6th February  1794)  by  the  Convention  in  the  aftermath  of  the

events in Saint-Domingue, was not going to happen after all. This suspicion was soon

confirmed when another French contingent arrived in Guadeloupe and immediately set

to  work  to  reinstate  slavery.  In  nearby  Saint-Domingue,  this  move  stirred  harsh

protests by some black and mixed-race generals, who nevertheless had helped in the

capture of Louverture. Fearing that the events in Guadeloupe were a foretaste of what

could  happen  to  them  as  well,  they  rebelled  against  the  French  contingent.  This

marked the beginning of a war that culminated with the defeat of Bonaparte’s troops.

In January 1804, the new state of Haiti came into being. General Jean-Jacques Dessalines

was accused of slaughtering those whites who had not managed to escape along with

the French soldiers to keep Haiti’s population wholly black.

5 Simultaneously, hostilities with Britain had resumed in May 1803, and Bonaparte, no

longer  needing  Louisiana  as  an  entrepot  for  Saint-Domingue,  made  provisions  for

selling  it  to  the  United  States.  The  French  Empire  had  already  lost  some  of  its

possessions  in  the  Americas,  and,  in  1805,  the  ruinous  naval  battle  of  Trafalgar

shattered France’s dreams of expansion in the New World.

6 That does not mean, however, that Bonaparte had not believed in the endeavour or

that he had not contemplated a day of reckoning to avenge defeat in the Seven Years’

War by going back to the very place where France’s misfortunes had originated.4 His

American plans had not been without their weaknesses, however—above all the fact

that the United States feared France’s presence in Louisiana—, but they failed in the

end because Bonaparte wanted to adopt the same techniques in the New World that he

had so successfully employed on the other side of the Atlantic.

7 In France, the pacification of Vendée and compromise with the Catholic Church had

demonstrated the validity of his ralliement policy, namely, his resolution to reach out to

all those who, once opponents of the Revolution, were now willing to support the new

order. It was a strategy that would also prove to be successful in French-dominated

European areas: the First Consul became President of the Italian Republic, issued the
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Act of Mediation between the Helvetian cantons and was able to control the elections in

the Batavian Republic. 

8 From  his  point  of  view,  there  was  no  apparent  reason  why  he  could  not  operate

similarly in the Americas, and the first testing ground was the decision to maintain

slavery in the colonies that had been newly handed back by Britain. This is considered

—rightly—as  a  tragic  step  backwards  on  the  path  towards  civil  rights;  Bonaparte,

nevertheless, reckoned it to be an advantageous move, given that the landowners in

those colonies wanted to preserve the slavery that the British troops had allowed them

to practice.5 It was, in other words, unconscionable pragmatism that prompted the First

Consul not to alter the social structure of Martinique, Tobago or Saint Lucia in order

not to lose the planters’ support, which was crucial to the development of a large-scale

commercial policy in the Americas.6 Previously though, with regard to Saint-Domingue,

Bonaparte had taken the opposite approach and had disappointed all those expecting

the abolition of slavery to be abandoned. On the island, where the slave rebellion had

brought about that decision, Louverture was the dominant figure, and Bonaparte, for

the very same reasons that forced him elsewhere to be a supporter of slavery, tried at

first to win him over to his side. Their exchange of letters suggests that Bonaparte

believed that he could place his faith in Louverture. This explains why he reacted so

vigorously when the governor, rather than obey, and without even notifying the First

Consul,  nonchalantly  borrowed  certain  words  from  the  Year VIII  Constitution

regarding the characteristics of the colonies in order to endow the island with its own

specific constitution.7

9 In any case, in the colonial world, too, the First Consul proposed his policy of ralliement

again, believing that although Martinique had remained untouched by revolutionary

contagion and Saint-Domingue had obtained the abolition of slavery, this would not

prevent  the  two systems from coexisting.  In  retrospect,  it  would  be  easy  to  blame

Bonaparte for having underestimated the revolutionary impact of the 1794 decree and

for  not  taking  into  account  the  black  population’s  desire  for  freedom.  At  the  time

though, French public opinion—the only one to which the First Consul was susceptible

—called  for  pacification  without  restoration.  It  was  a  demand  that  implied  a  wish

neither to return to the circumstances caused by the revolution, nor to convert those

who had remained immune from it. The issue of slavery was not contemplated by this

status quo policy and there was, therefore, no space for the aspirations of those who

were still denied liberty, even while it was not ruled out that those who had gained

their freedom might be allowed to preserve it. Although many claim that Bonaparte

had planned all  along on re-establishing slavery,  the  example  of  the  United States

proved that,  depending on the  individual  local  context,  freedom and slavery  could

coexist, and this was probably the path that Bonaparte wanted to follow in order for his

voice to be heard in the New World. 

10 This  American  prospect  has  remained  a  rather  obscure  affair  for  a  long  time,  as

Bonaparte, by then Napoleon I, Emperor of the French, willingly consigned his plans for

a trans-Atlantic empire to oblivion in order to stifle any news regarding the defeats he

had suffered in the New World.8 None of this alters the fact that his plan got off to a

good start, or that, throughout all the years of the Consulate, Bonaparte insisted that

an American version of his political perspective was required. The problem lay with the

different expectations aroused in French society. Conservative circles, which included

the colonists in Saint-Domingue, called for an end to the Directory’s policy in favour of
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black  and  mixed-race  people  and  for  the  reinstatement  of  slavery.  For  those  who

believed in Bonaparte’s identity as a Republican, the Americas were the place where

any balance of power favourable to England should be overturned and a new colonial

society  inspired  by  France’s  civilising  tenets  should  be  founded.  These  were  two

different lines of thought that were bound to clash, particularly with regard to pro-

slavery  Britain,  but  Bonaparte—indifferent  to  the  socio-cultural  profile  of  the  new

American empire—allowed them to coexist even within his own government. He was

convinced that both lines strengthened his American strategy—a strategy he wanted to

guide public opinion towards through incessant propaganda.

11 Something of this sort is suggested by his arrêté of 27 Nivôse, Year VIII (17 th January

1800),  through  which  he  forced  many  newspapers  to  shut  down,  while  allowing

brochures and pamphlets to circulate and promoting the opening of new bookshops.9

In the years of the Consulate, these became tools for legitimising his political ideas,

with Bonaparte availing himself of an array of intellectuals, chosen from amongst those

savants who had grown in number during the years of the Revolution10 and who were

more than willing to praise the new order as long as they were on the government

payroll.11 In all of this, there was nothing new since, during the Seven Years War, many

propagandists were already supported by the ministry and given access to government

papers.12

12 The bookseller Dubroca was no exception.  At the beginning of  1801,  he opened his

workshop at 1760 rue Thionville and he launched a business mostly aimed at printing

and  selling  his  own  writings.  Dubroca,  who  was  active  throughout  the  whole

Napoleonic  era,  was  the  eclectic  writer  and  author  of several books  on  the  most

relevant topics of the time, often composed by ransacking the works of other authors.13

Nowadays, however, he is known for his biographies of Toussaint Louverture and Jean-

Jacques  Dessalines,  two  portraits  denigrating  the  leaders  of  the  Saint-Domingue

uprising. Because of the abundance of racist motifs, the two works have garnered some

attention in recent years, specifically in post-colonial studies.14

13 However,  Dubroca  had a  vibrant  revolutionary  past,  concealed by  his  most  famous

works, but which is worth remembering because it suggests a different interpretation

of  Bonaparte’s  policy  towards  the  American  colonies.  Initially,  Dubroca’s  works

interpreted the Consulate’s actions as a great civilising endeavour that would give rise

to a perfectly turned-out Republican citizenry. The biography of Toussaint Louverture

(1802), for example, exposed the supposed hypocrisy of the black governor, who was

accused to have secretly negotiated the colony’s independence with England, but also

praised the civilising nature of slavery’s abolition. This outlook, which maintained a

link with the Directory’s political culture and insisted on the Republican identity of the

Consulate,  did  not  however  stand  the  test  of  the  American  events,  and  Dubroca,

following  Haiti’s  independence,  claimed  that  the  universalist  ideal  of  the

Enlightenment  was  exhausted.  This  was  evident  in  his  biography  of  Jean-Jacques

Dessalines  (1804),  abundant with motifs  of  black inferiority  and descriptions of  the

black population’s barbarity—his observations, however, were once again instrumental

in placing the blame on Britain,  designating it  as  the real  culprit  behind the slave

rebellion. 

14 In this way, Dubroca’s writings allow us to pinpoint the exact place and time when

racism took a decisive leap forward,15 while also hinting, in this respect, at a motivating

force  that  philosophical,  literary  and  anthropological  considerations  often  tend  to
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disregard. He would lead us to believe that the birth of Haiti—a world turned upside

down and lost, where barbarity had got the better of civilisation—was the outcome, to

some extent predictable, for which Britain had been striving for so long. Bonaparte’s

France had been fighting a war of civilisation in the Americas not against the blacks,

deemed capable only of violence as an end in itself, but rather against a fellow nation—

although one that was willing even to annihilate its own kind in order to satiate its

hunger for supremacy. Dubroca’s work thus allows us to understand that the conflict

between the European empires in the Americas was not only military, but cultural. For

this reason, if arms were crucial for the black rebels to triumph, the shared identity of

the white adversaries ratified their exclusion from the context of civilisation. In other

words, the Haitian plight in the 19th century Americas16 was not the product of the joint

hostility  of  the  great  world  powers  against  an  “unthinkable  fact”—that  is,  an

inconceivable (and therefore unacceptable) event that challenged their supremacy with

its revolutionary model.17 Rather, above and beyond the concerns this revolution raised

locally,18 the expectations encouraged among the slaves of the New World, 19 and the

dramatic collapse of French trade,20 the silence that followed the birth of Haiti21 was a

reflection  of  the  contemptuous  observation  that  only  armed  conflict  between  the

British,  French  and  Spanish  had  brought  about  an  outcome  that  was  otherwise

unrepeatable. Haiti was not born out of a revolution—a term that entailed a political

profile denied to blacks—but rather out of a display of bestial violence fomented by

certain whites in order to triumph in a conflict that was exclusively their own. This

explains  why  the  Saint-Domingue  revolt  and  the  birth  of  Haiti’s  black  state—now

considered a fundamental moment in the age of revolutions—were, for a long time,

treated  as  one  circumscribed,  insignificant  episode.22 The  silence  arose  not  from

concern or bewilderment but rather out of an arrogance dictated by a cultural strength

thought to be even more incontrovertible than military force.

 

Dubroca… chi era costui?

15 The question on Dubroca’s identity is not easy to answer. From a political point of view

he was one of the many girouettes present in revolutionary France: he was a priest and a

patriot, he was defrocked and married, divorced and remarried, an advocate first of de-

christianisation and then of theophilanthropy, an extremist and an anti-robespierrist,

in  two  different  moments  also  a  royalist  hailing  the  four  dynasties  present  in

millenarian  French  history,  then  again  bonapartist,  yet  republican  during  the  last

adventure of the Hundred Days, before losing himself in the mists of the Restoration.

16 His  real  name  was  Jean-François,  and  not  Louis,  as  library  catalogues—following

Querard’s bibliography—inevitably certify.23 He was born in Saint-Sever, a commune in

the Landes department, on 16th December 1757, and was steered by his family towards

priesthood. He was in Paris during the revolutionary years and renounced his vows

after the fall of the monarchy.24 Having been close to the de-christianisation movement

in Year II, after the Terror, he was among the leading proponents of theophilanthropy,

a  strange  form  of  philosophical  deism  supported  by  the  Directory  in  order  to

counteract Catholicism and, through Republican culture, promote a renewal of civic

spirit.25 Grégoire, who knew him in those years, described him as the finest orator in

the sect,26 and this particular skill helped him to join the Portique républicain, an ultra-
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democratic literary society established in 1799, which was inspired by the values of

reason and intended to promote authentically Republican ethics.27

17 The coup of 18 Brumaire soon silenced the movement, but it would be wrong to depict

it as a den of incorrigible adversaries to the First Consul. Dubroca himself was among

those  who  applauded  the  Corsican  general,  having  admired  Bonaparte  since  his

campaign in Italy and seeing in his seizure of power the birth of a government robustly

intent  on  supporting  Republican  political  culture.  After  all,  his  decision  to  open  a

bookshop was in keeping with his plan to construct a new framework of popular ethics,

and the texts that he began to publish followed two profoundly interlinked editorial

directions. On the one hand, he specialised in publishing ethical and pedagogical works

that would disseminate the principles of Republicanism; on the other, he kept a close

eye on current political events, specifically in the overseas colonies, with a timeliness

that would earn him the accusation by the British of being in the pay of the French

government.

18 As we will see, this suspicion was justified; but Dubroca understood how important the

colonial issue was for Bonaparte, and, with the example of the United States, saw the

Americas as the new frontier for Republican ethics. Thus, during the Portique républicain

session of 7th March 1800, Dubroca delivered an inspired eulogy for Washington, clearly

redolent with confident expectation towards Bonaparte, as though confirming the close

connection between the two Republics.28 So, holding up the portrait of the American

president here against the light, so to speak, the political traits of the First Consul can

be traced. Washington is praised as being the embodiment of Republican virtue: he laid

the foundations for American liberty, then, when it was established, had withdrawn

into private life, only to return to the political arena when his homeland’s freedom was

newly endangered. He can be credited with having distinguished civil from military

power and for sacrificing everything to the values of citizenship. In other words, his

speech showed, through his unrelenting commitment to his endangered homeland, the

fact that Dubroca faithfully expected Bonaparte to embrace Washington’s example.29

19 The eulogy was printed by Nicolas Des Essarts, an anti-robespierrist editor and eclectic

writer, who, during those same years,30 also reprinted a pamphlet penned by Dubroca

against Britain, a piece that had already appeared in September 1798.31 Oddly enough,

Des  Essarts  preceded  Dubroca’s  work  with  another  essay,  published  a  few  months

earlier by the Member of Parliament Boulay de la Meurthe, on the English revolution of

1640.32 The editor did not clarify his reasons for deciding to present the two works

together.33 The journal Ami des Lois, however, had already explained those reasons in a

review that  had appeared the previous  February.  Boulay recalled how the spirit  of

faction  was  the  cause  of  the  English  republic’s  fall,  while  Dubroca  encouraged  the

French  people  not  to  make  the  same  mistake.34 Any  possible  comparison  between

Cromwell  and  Bonaparte  was,  therefore,  ruled  out  because—at  the  time  of  the

reprinting—Boulay had just presented the Year VIII Constitution to the legislative body

as the outcome of a Revolution that had eliminated factions and thus represented the

general will of the people.35

20 It  was  on  this  terrain,  therefore,  that  Des  Essarts  (and  Dubroca)  transplanted  the

comparison between the historical experiences of the two revolutions in order to make

it possible to contrast one against the other. In France, the struggle against the Ancien

Régime had led to  freedom, whereas,  on the other  side of  the English Channel,  the

experiment had soon failed, consigning the English people to the whims of despotic
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governments. In Dubroca’s work, all this came about from the same arrogance with

which London’s executive branch had striven to sabotage the French Revolution.

21 It is no coincidence that in that punctilious j’accuse, a great deal of attention was paid to

Pitt’s aggressive handling of the situation in Saint-Domingue. In Dubroca’s view, the

debate on the slave trade encouraged within the Commons was a ploy designed to cause

problems for the French public opinion. The Société des Amis des Noirs endorsed those

arguments and launched a campaign for abolishing slavery, which, in Saint-Domingue,

had however exacerbated the conflict between the factions and had greatly favoured

the uprising.  Dubroca thus suggested that  Pitt’s  manoeuvres instigated the wealthy

planters’s attempt to secede from France, as they had with the slaves who rebelled in

1791. In both cases, what mattered to Britain was the financial collapse of the French

colony.36

22 In these considerations, an echo can be traced of the polemic Louis-Sébastien Mercier

stirred up against the Amis des Noirs as confirmation of how Dubroca made Mercier’s

ideas a clear political and cultural point of reference.37 At any rate, in the first months

of 1800, re-publishing a text that was vigorously hostile towards Britain played into the

hands of those who supported Bonaparte’s decision to initiate a military operation in

Saint-Domingue, and there was no doubt that Dubroca was in agreement with this. In

fact, in July, at a Portique républicain gathering, he paid a heartfelt tribute to General

Desaix,  the unfortunate victor  of  the battle  of  Marengo,  and on that  occasion “the

repeated names of Bonaparte, conqueror of Italy and peacemaker of the world, and the

brave Desaix [...] filled all hearts with enthusiasm”.38

23 In the following months, Dubroca was co-opted into the Parisian Société libre des sciences,

lettres et arts, where he tried to make a name for himself in the capital’s cultural world,

and  where  he  met  Grégoire.  The  latter  wrote  a  commentary  outlining  Dubroca’s

reasons  for  leaving  the  theophilanthropist  cult,  a  work  resembling  an  overt

subscription to Bonapartist policies.39 Shortly thereafter, Dubroca attempted to open a

direct dialogue with the government: towards the end of 1800, he asked Member of

Parliament Louis Rallier, a theophilanthropist who had supported the Brumaire coup,

to put him in touch with Roger Ducos, vice-president of the Conservative Senate and a

former provisional consul, in order to obtain a position at the Ministry of Education.

His activism with the theophilanthropists,  however, specifically worked against him

and prompted the executive body, keen to establish an agreement with the pope, to

politely decline his request.40 In addition, the Portique républicain would soon shut down,

being too left-leaning to survive the Consulate’s ideological apparatus. At that stage, all

that was left for Dubroca was to pursue a career in private teaching and to try to sell his

own writings.41

24 Towards the end of 1801, when London’s preliminary agreements leading to the Treaty

of Amiens (1802) were made public, Dubroca launched his publishing business, starting

with a biography of the First Consul. The text, obviously celebratory in tone, portrayed

Bonaparte as the true representative of the revolutionary spirit and engineer of the

victorious  peace.42 The  pamphlet,  preceded  by  a  speech  that  Dubroca  had  already

published in 1797 specifically for the General’s  first  Italian campaign,43 appeared in

bookshops  in  the  first  days  of  1802.44 However,  its  author,  following  the  current

political debate, was already writing about the Saint-Domingue expedition.

25 From the end of 1800, police reports communicated that the capital was shaken by the

news that Louverture had endowed the colony with a constitution in order to pave the
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way to independence. Rumors fed suspicions that Britain was manipulating events from

behind the  scenes  and whipped up fears  that  the  whites  on the  island were  being

exposed to black retaliation.45 This news, skilfully circulated by the police themselves,

fomented  the  patriotic  zeal  of  the  population,  who  enthusiastically  welcomed  the

departure of the French fleet for Saint-Domingue. Shortly after the troops landed on

the island, however, rumour had it that they faced imminent destruction at the hands

of the armed resistance being sent against them.46

26 Tension encouraged a general feeling of resentment towards Louverture and, during

those same days around the end of March 1802, Dubroca put on the market a biography

of the black governor portraying him as a traitor.47 The work was a sort of history of

current  events,  starting  with  the  slave  rebellion  in  1791  in  order  to  explain

Louverture’s military and political rise, and ending in February 1802, when he ordered

that the town of Cap be set on fire to impede the arrival of the French troops. Dubroca’s

aim was to reassure the public and to prove how the black governor was at that stage

abandoned by everybody, even the British: while Pitt’s government may have favoured

his ascent, the Addington ministry was now acting in cooperation with the French. It is

interesting  to  note  how  the  author,  who  had  previously  thundered  against  Pitt’s

interference on the island, was now adapting to the new political scenario, expressing

words of understanding with regard to Britain’s previous actions48.

27 Shortly afterwards, the Treaty of Amiens and Louverture’s capture seemed to support

Dubroca’s  position  and  stimulated  the  circulation  of  his  work,  the  sales  of  which

eclipsed those by other authors who published on the same subject.49 In that same year,

his book was translated into Swedish50 and twice into English. In the United States, the

person in charge of the translation was Nicholas Herbemont, a Frenchman who had

emigrated to South Carolina during the Terror and who highlighted the dangers slave

owners were exposed to in that state.51 The English edition, however, enjoyed a far

wider  distribution,  to  the  extent  that  it  landed  on  the  desk  of  John  Adams,  then

President of the United States, who, in his copy, wrote that the text was ‘an infamous

calumny, on a great hero, a real patriot, and a good man’.52

28 As a matter of fact, the biography Vie de Toussaint Louverture represents pure political

propaganda of a libellous kind, which corroborated the reasons that had motivated the

First Consul to overthrow the governor. Unsurprisingly, Dubroca places Louverture’s

disloyalty  front  and  centre,  accusing  him  of  wanting  to  separate  the  colony  from

France.  The  governor’s  hypocrisy  revealed  itself  in  his  brutality  and  superstitious

religiousness, through which he exercised his own unchallenged command. The slaves

were wholly unprepared to stand up to a man of such ruthless determination and clear-

headed intelligence—someone who had taught himself how to read and write in order

to free himself from slavery. In his thirst for supremacy, Louverture had overcome the

cultural barrier hindering the progress of his people, but this had not allowed him to

free  himself  from  the  savagery  that  all  blacks,  victims  of  a  backward  and  violent

African society, were subject to. Dubrocas’ words reflected the stereotypes regarding

the African population that the centuries of  Enlightenment,  even in attitudes more

sympathetic  towards  the  drama  of  slavery,  had  managed  to  magnify.  Blacks  were

victims of a vicious ignorance, the direct consequence of a state of barbarity, which

prevented them from progressing and which placed them in a subordinate position in

relation to whites. Louverture, regardless of his powerful position within the colony,

was  no  exception:  at  the  end  of  the  day,  he  remained  a  man  of  violence  whose
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intelligence,  expressed  only  through  sheer  ferocity,  demonstrated  the  cultural

backwardness of the people to whom he belonged.

29 However, Dubroca was keen to draw lessons from the Enlightenment and from those

who had believed in the civilisation of the blacks, remaining staunch in his belief that

the  revolution  could  guide  them on  the  path  to  progress.  In  describing  the  Saint-

Domingue events, he stayed true to a spirit that was informed by his revolutionary

past, and which rested on the juxtaposition between the new Republican morality and

the antiquated barbarity  of  the Ancien  Régime.  The backwardness  of  the blacks  was

particularly  useful  for  his  attempts  to  differentiate  Republican  France—which  had

wanted the end of slavery and had called on all citizens, de quelque couleur qu’ils fussent,

‘of  whatever  colour  they were’,  to  take part  in  the colony’s  government—from the

leaders of the revolt, who had remained slaves, given that the darkness of ignorance

made  them instruments  in  the  hands  of  the  reactionaries.  During  the  years  of  his

political rise,  Louverture had first been guided by monarchists and had surrounded

himself with priests, with his extremely religious zealotry pushing him to perpetrate a

number of massacres. Afterwards, he moved on to serve the king of Spain, where he, a

former slave, could sport the trappings of nobility.53

30 The  slave  war  in  Saint-Domingue  thus  resolved  itself  in  defence  of  church  and

monarchy and appeared to represent, as Dubroca explicitly comments, an echo of the

war in Vendée. All the enemies of the Revolution, foreign powers included, had steered

Louverture’s actions until he, acknowledging the power of Republican institutions, saw

fit once again to side with France. All of this, however, was just a ploy to free himself

from  Spanish  tutelage  and  gain  more  power.  Proof  of  this  was  his  expulsion  of

Commissioner  Sonthonax,  despite  the  latter’s  support  for  the  abolition  of  slavery,

accusing him before the Directory of wanting independence for the colony. He then

went on to discredit Hédouville, Sonthonax’s successor, by hinting that he wanted to

re-establish slavery in the colony. Finally, he rid himself violently of the mixed-race

General Rigaud, who was forced to take shelter in France. Falling prey to megalomania

and  counting  on  the  Directory’s  weakness,  Louverture  was  about  to  declare

independence and ally himself with the English, had it not been for Bonaparte’s ascent

to power and the declaration of a special regime for the colonies. This prompted him to

come up with a constitution of his own, thereby cutting all ties with the motherland.

So, Saint-Domingue declared its independence and Dubroca’s thoughts on the matter

were blunt: the First Consul was right to organise an expedition to restore order on the

island to return it to France. 

31 In the context of a book that equated the Saint-Domingue uprising with that of Vendée,
54 there was not much space to linger on racial prejudice. While Dubroca no fewer than

four times reiterated that Louverture was an African—associating that term with the

fact that he was couvert de sang, féroce, forcené, farouche, ‘covered in blood, fierce, mad,

savage’55—these origins never led him to dispute the abolition of slavery. Certainly, the

slaves received their fair share of attacks in the text, portrayed as credulous, primitive

and  savage—but  it  is  precisely  their  serious  deficiencies  that  demonstrated  the

greatness of France’s legislative endeavour, which had nonetheless freed them from

their  chains.  The  1794  decree  was  in  fact  presented  as  proof  of  the  indissoluble

relationship  between  the  motherland  and  the  black  population:  the  latter,  owing

everything  to  France,  would  certainly  have  opposed  secession  and  distanced

themselves from Louverture.
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32 Dubroca’s work was, therefore, not hostile to those who had abolished slavery and this

is confirmed by the absence of accusations against the Société des Amis des Noirs. Some

passages  also  show  that  the  author  was  an  avid  reader  of  the  Moniteur as  well  as

familiar with ministerial circles and that he had access to the reports dispatched by the

French agents François-Marie Kerversau and Antoine Chanlatte, who tried in vain to

oppose Louverture before arriving in Paris in September 1801.56 These were, therefore,

his  sources  for  a  literary  piece  that  had  evidently  been  commissioned  by  the

government. It is worth emphasising that, while the Navy Minister, Denis Decrès, was a

staunch supporter of slavery, the two above-mentioned agents were good patriots, who

accused the black governor of wanting independence; but who did not, for this reason,

want to challenge the abolition of slavery.57 This was also, after all, Dubroca’s line of

thought  as  he  gave  voice  to  those  who  only  wanted  to  re-establish  the  rights  of

metropolitan France, eliminating from the picture a politician who was fanning the

flames of secession.

33 It follows that Dubroca praised the legislative endeavours of the National Convention

and  distanced  himself  from  the  Directory,  which,  in  contrast,  had  lent  itself  to

Louverture’s slanders. Dubroca’s support for the Consulate came, in other words, from

out of the blue—something he would be criticised for at a later stage58—, because he

insisted on the cultural and political value of the abolition of slavery, which he traced

back to the actions of the First Consul himself.  This is illustrated in the text by his

stance  in  favour  of  Sonthonax and opposing Member  of  Parliament  Vaublanc,  who

championed  the  colonists’  demand  for  reinstating  slavery.  On  many  other  points,

Dubroca  showed firm support  for  the  moralising  value  of  France’s  presence  in  the

Caribbean. He praised commissioners Hédouville and Roume, depicting them as victims

of Louverture’s deceitfulness, while denouncing as true traitors Vincent, Hédouville’s

accuser in France, and Henri Pascal, who drew up the Saint-Domingue constitution. It is

in this context that we need to interpret his statement—thereafter repeated in each

subsequent biography of Louverture—that the black governor was a devoted reader of

Raynal and had wholeheartedly accepted the comparison with Spartacus made by the

French General Laveaux in a moment of enthusiasm bordering on weakness.59 In truth,

Dubroca gave little weight to that particular episode, which interested him mainly in

that  it  allowed  him  to  criticise  the  fanaticism  of  certain  French  figures,  who  had

renounced the morality of Republican institutions in order to pander to Louverture’s

ambitions. The latter, in this case, was touched only indirectly by the comparison, since

the true target of Dubroca’s censure was Laveaux himself, who, not by chance, the First

Consul  had just  ordered to be arrested because of  his  sympathies  with neo-Jacobin

circles in 1799.60

34 Dubroca’s  pamphlet  reflected,  therefore,  a  specific  political  outlook  within  the

executive: it was necessary not only to remove the counter-revolutionary Louverture

from the scene but also to reaffirm the civilising mission of the expedition sent by

Bonaparte,  which  revived,  and  brought  to  completion,  the  best  aspects  of  the

Revolution.
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From Louverture to Dessalines

35 In the following months, Dubroca continued to focus on American subjects, releasing a

book on feminine morality during revolutionary times,61 and a description of Louisiana.
62

36 As the return of the colony was taken for granted at the time, editors were competing

to  publish  titles  dealing  with  the  topic.  Observations  on  the  matter  by  Louis XVI’s

minister Vergennes made a posthumous appearance,63 but, above all, there came out a

first account by Louis-Narcisse Baudry des Lozières,64 who had given voice to all those

who had settled in Louisiana after escaping from Saint-Domingue following the black

rebellion. There were favourable conditions for the arrival of the slaves in the colony

and Baudry des Lozières, a close collaborator of Decrès at the ministry, had clear ideas

about  how  to  proceed:  slaves  had  to  be  imported  to  Louisiana;  supporters  of  the

abolition of  slavery should not  be allowed in;  and it  should be forbidden for  black

people, even individually, to achieve liberation. All of this could be accomplished with

the support of the Native Americans, who felt superior to black people and would never

join forces with them. It was important therefore, with regard to the “savages” who

rebuffed fugitive slaves and contributed to keeping peace in the colony, to maintain a

good relationship with them by purchasing their land instead of conquering it,  and

praying that, eventually, the Christian religion would work a miracle and civilise them.
65 When  Baudry  des  Lozières  wrote  these  words,  another  of  his  works  supporting

slavery, Les égarements du nigrophilisme, was already in circulation. His activism gives a

clear indication of what Bonaparte’s American empire would have looked like had the

French managed to quash the resistance encountered in Saint-Domingue.66

37 Dubroca, however, took the opposite direction, hoping to pique the reader’s attention

by outlining the history of the French presence in Louisiana since the late 17th century.

Relying on the many accounts available to him, he then moved on to provide a detailed

description of the natives, present an evaluation of commercial activities and outline a

summary of the economic prospects opening up since the region’s return to France.

Nothing was said about either the blacks or the organisation of slave-based labour. The

only mention of Saint-Domingue, in fact, suggested that Louisiana was, in reality, the

most suitable region for (re)building the French Empire in the Americas.67 Essentially,

the book was in opposition to circles favourable to slavery and interpreted Bonaparte’s

policies in the New World as a call to action to all that was best and most dynamic in

French society to make a forthright commitment to colonisation. In Dubroca’s view, the

Americas were too important a region to be left in the hands of bandits, misfits, women

of  ill  repute  and  slaves.  What  was  needed,  instead,  was  a  direct  drive  by  the

government  to  encourage emigration,  so  that  the  colony  would  experience  rapid

development—in a cultural sense, too. A clear appeal to the French genius emerged, in

order for it to establish in the New World those refined forms of civilisation for which it

was  renowned  in  Europe.  Not  coincidentally,  the  reference  point  was,  once  again,

Mercier, who, in the latest version of his work An 2440,  supported the reasons for a

civilising presence in Northern America, following precisely the same rationale.68 In

this way, Dubroca reaffirmed the Illuminist model of civilising power, which had, for

quite  some time,  been backing colonialist  discourse and,  albeit  in  conflict  with the

jeremiads of anti-abolitionist circles, legitimising the robust return of French forces to

the New World. For this reason, the text was regarded favorably by the executive and
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was considered a useful tool in assisting the preparations of the French fleet to set out

for Louisiana. Once again, Dubroca’s words echoed Bonaparte’s political ideas:

At a time when the political services of the government are announcing the interest
that inspires the recent possession of Louisiana; at a time when all eyes are open to
the advantages of this colony, I believe that I am undertaking a useful thing, by
gathering under one point of view all the authentic information which exists on
this region of America.69

38 However,  the worsening situation in Saint-Domingue forced Bonaparte to direct his

gaze elsewhere—also because the Treaty of Amiens was beginning to look like only a

temporary truce in a conflict that was bound to reignite. Dubroca’s bookstore, in the

meantime,  had  started  specialising  in  educational  material,  adapting  certain  works

from the French literary tradition to the new political landscape. Thus, between 1802

and 1803, he published some texts of sacred oratory by Fénelon and Gaichiés that would

help religious ministers in their evangelical mission, and offered a condensed version

of Bossuet’s Histoire universelle, with clear references to the providential unity of the

state.  He reprinted a treatise by Jean-Baptiste de la Salle on the ethical rules to be

taught to children and distributed a conspectus on the art of warfare—with copious

additions on the revolutionary era—which he dedicated to General Berthier. He also

published  a  geography  handbook,  which  highlighted  France’s  new  administrative

dimensions.70 Alongside these ventures, all of them with evident government support,

Dubroca continued to place an emphasis on oratorical discipline, issuing a treatise on

the art of public speaking that would go through multiple editions and that would even

allow him to open an acting school on his bookshop premises.71

39 The  resumption  of  hostilities  with  England  forced  him  to  speak  out  once  more

regarding international events. His writings on Louisiana were useless at that point,

given that, during those months, Bonaparte had given up ownership of the colony, to

the  great  benefit  of  the  United  States.  Meanwhile,  yellow  fever  and  Dessalines’

insurrection were creating a dramatic situation in Saint-Domingue. All that could be

done was to once more point the finger of blame at Pitt, reprinting, this time on its

own,  the  booklet  from  1798  attacking  Britain.72 The  new  edition  came  out  in  the

summer  of  1803  and  was  reflective  of  the  current  climate,73 joining  the  chorus  of

detractors against Great Britain,74 where, as already seen, Dubroca claimed a frontline

position. His writing, as a typographic notice highlighted, was patriotic in sentiment:

This work [is] suitable for revealing the Machiavellianism of the British Ministry
and to arouse the indignation of the French against its odious manoeuvres and to
further fuel the patriotic zeal with which they support the vigorous measures taken
by the French government and its leader to avenge the heinous violation of the
most solemn and recent treaty.75

40 In fact, in this new edition, the tone became more heated, lacking as it did any praise

for the English population, probably now considered to be more of a partner to, rather

than simply a victim of, the government’s policies. Furthermore, the original work was

rewritten  in  order  to  make  room for  the  events  from Brumaire  leading  up  to  the

severance  of  the  Treaty  of  Amiens.  In  this  regard,  Dubroca’s  interpretation  of  the

events in Saint-Domingue also underwent alteration, as he pinpointed the process of

British interference in three specific moments: 1789, when Pitt tried to encourage the

secession of the colonists; 1791, when he fomented the slave revolt; and Year VI, when

Commissioner Hédouville, who resisted the English, was removed from the island.76
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41 Once again, the text was in line with Bonaparte’s plans: The First Consul feared that the

breakdown of the Treaty of Amiens was a sign that Saint-Domingue could no longer be

defended and the only way forward therefore was to bolster patriotism and denounce

British barbarity. The stakes of the challenge had to be raised—or not, as it turned out:

first, the decision to organise an encampment in Boulogne to prepare for the invasion

of  Britain,  and  then  the  birth  of  the  Empire—although  Saint-Domingue  was  lost—

guaranteed a total war that would eventually (in theory at least) make it possible for

the French to return to the island.

42 As usual,  Dubroca took all  this  into consideration and made haste to publish other

texts.  First,  the  Constitutions  of  the  Empire,  together  with  a  historical  outline  of  the

Consulate and another edition of a biography of Bonaparte already published in 1802.77

Then, towards the end of 1804, he issued a biography of Jean-Jacques Dessalines, who,

only a few weeks earlier, had once more challenged Bonaparte by proclaiming himself

the emperor of Haiti.78

43 The  text  was,  in  fact,  a  continuation  of  the  book  previously  devoted  to  Toussaint

Louverture, from which he borrowed entire passages in order to show how one man

went on committing the crimes of the other. On this occasion, however, the underlying

thread was the denunciation of Great Britain,  accused from the foreword of having

encouraged the slave revolt and condoned Dessalines’ violent actions. The latter was

portrayed  as  a  cunning,  tenacious  and  bloodthirsty  criminal,  who,  illiterate  and

primitive, was a mere puppet in the hands of the English. In other words, the gruesome

scenes inundating the text were to be a reminder that the savagery of the black revolt

was only one facet of the violence that British politics propagated. All of this explains

why the  book  was  greeted  with  silence  on  the  other  side  of  the  Channel,  while  it

enjoyed widespread appreciation in those countries that stood with France in their

hostility towards Great Britain. Within just a few months, the text was translated into

German—also  within  the  historical-literary  journal  Minerva—and  into  Flemish  and

Spanish,79 including an 1806 edition printed in Mexico which was supplied with images

of Dessalines’ massacres.80

44 This  latter  version,  however,  calls  for  a  small  clarification,  as  the  promoter  of  the

venture, Juan Lopez Cancelada, editor of Gaceta de México and representative of New

Spain’s conservative circles, wrote a short introduction in which he admonished that

the tragedy in  Saint-Domingue should be  interpreted as  a  warning to  reject  1789’s

revolutionary paradigm. His intention was to rally all the whites against the threat that

black  and  native  peoples  might  pose  to  them;  most  of  all,  however,  he  cautioned

readers with regard to all the talk of liberty that the British liked to promulgate in

order  to  undermine  Spain’s  credibility.81 Cancelada  hit  the  mark  here,  given  that

Dubroca’s polemical target—to which he was willing to sacrifice his opinions previously

expressed in the biography of Louverture—remained the British, whom he accused of

encouraging  first  colonist  dissent  towards  France  and  then  subsequently  the  slave

uprising.

45 The tragedy of the failed expedition and the resumption of war had, however, brought

about  in  Dubroca  a  sudden  hardening  of  position.  In  the  work  on  Dessalines,  for

example,  his  opinion  of  abolitionists  had  turned  harsh—he  accused  them  of

encouraging division among the whites and spreading ideas of freedom throughout a

savage and ferocious population who would make terrible use of them. In addition, he

consigned Sonthonax, the trailblazer of abolitionism, to his own personal circle of hell
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for those who had naively believed in the possibility that the black population would at

once be able to make correct use of their freedom. The pro-slavery deputy Vaublac was

no longer  quoted,  but  people  of  mixed  race,  who,  in  the  previous  work,  had  been

treated with respect (many of them, starting with General André Rigaud, took part in

Leclerc’s  expedition)  were  now  placed  on  the  same  level  as  blacks  in  his  all-out

condemnation. The atavistic historic backwardness that all were subject to and that

was previously used as a justification for France’s generosity towards the slaves was

now put aside. All the leaders of the black revolt—Boukman and Biassou, Jean-François

and  Louverture,  Dessalines  and  Christophe—were  now  portrayed  as  immoral  and

ferocious,  all  of  them  utterly  condemned  by  a  judgement  founded  on  their  total

disassociation from the values of civilisation. By then, the black leaders were no longer

considered  the  champions  of  counter-revolution  nor  the  instigators  of  a  Vendée

outside France. More simply, their barbaric nature placed them outside the rules of

political conflict and relegated them to a condition of sheer savagery. It is useful, in this

context, to make a simple verification of how many times the term africain is abused in

the  text:  in  the  biography  of  Louverture,  it  appears  four  times,  in  the  book  on

Dessalines,  three  times  that  number,  and  always  associated  with  the  idea  of

inhumanity,  linked  to  characteristics  such  as  brutality,  barbarity,  cruelty  and

criminality.

46 There  was  a  slippage  of  significance  here  that  was  not,  first  of  all,  reflective  of

anthropological data but rather of a political agenda, since the definition of africain

during the  slave  revolt  had acquired the  connotation of  revolutionary  radicalism.82

From this point of view, the term was connected with sauvage, which had characterised,

through an indirect reference to the natives of Louisiana, those in France in Year II who

had  represented  a  violent  and  unnatural  otherness  to  the  profound  values  of  the

Revolution.83 Thus, if Dessalines was portrayed as an animal—often given the features

of  a  ferocious  tiger—and  the  entire  population  of  colour  presented  as  a  terrifying

otherness in relation to the whites, this was the result of a judgement based on political

grounds,  which  Dubroca  thought,  in  that  particular  context,  he  was  justified  in

maintaining.  In  other  words,  while  it  is  understandably  tempting  to  make  a  racist

keystone of Dubroca’s booklet, it is also necessary to tread with caution—something

demonstrated  by  a  specific  passage  in  the  book  regarding  the  African  tribes  that

constituted the slave  population in  Saint-Domingue.  Talking about  Biassou’s  forces,

Dubroca described the Mandingos as “savage, cruel and cannibalistic nations who saw

war with whites only as a means of satisfying their horrible taste for human flesh”.84 It

would be easy to pair Dubroca’s words with those of Baudry des Lozières, who also

denounced Mandingo cannibalism,85 were it not the case that the passage cited above

was quoted verbatim from Adonis, ou le bon nègre,86 a novel by Jean-Baptiste Picquenard.

Published in 1798, this was a work that set itself the task, even within the context of the

violence  perpetrated  during  the  slave  revolt,  of  identifying  the  opportunity  for

agreement between blacks and whites on the grounds of a new Republican morality.

Dubroca  ransacked  Adonis a  number  of  times,  in  fact,  but  gave  wide  berth  to  the

comments  of  Baudry  des  Lozières,  who  held  Dubroca  in  something  less  than  high

esteem.87 Referencing Picquenard’s work was useful to Dubroca in terms of recounting

acts  of  violence  through  a  narrative  structure  that  ensured  easy  popularity  with

readers, but it also offered a political-ideological universe within which Dubroca could

collocate  his  own  condemnation  of  Dessalines.88 Picquenard  had  worked  with

Sonthonax in  Saint-Domingue  and his  novel  was  indeed a  eulogy  to  the  Republic’s
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civilising mission in the New World. In this regard, his ideas shared common ground

with those of Louis-Sébastien Mercier, who, as is well-known, had even forecast the

arrival of a black Spartacus and had opposed the slave trade and slavery in general.89

He had, however subsequently criticised the effrontery of the Société des Amis des Noirs

and  had  distanced  himself  from  the  facile  cosmopolitan  illusions  created  by  the

Enlightenment.90 What is more, both Picquenard and Mercier were in agreement when

denouncing  Britain  for  instigating  protest,  black  or  white  regardless,  in  order  to

destroy France’s colonial ambitions,91 and they were also both following the developing

situation in Saint-Domingue with trepidation. Neither of them, in any case, wished to

desist from promoting Republican morality, and it was in this context that Dubroca was

able to place his commentary on Dessalines.

47 The fact that this came out towards the end of 1804 must not mislead us into thinking

that the author was handing out a sentence on an enemy who had managed to prevail

over France. On the contrary, he was sure that the final confrontation was very near,

and his pamphlet bringing Louverture and Dessalines together was a call for a return to

Saint-Domingue in order to restore the civilisation that British strategy had sabotaged.

48 Things turned out differently, however, as the defeat in Saint-Domingue played into

the hands of the most backward elements of Consulate political society. At that point,

the dehumanisation of the rebels, which should have remained within the compass of

an exclusively moral evaluation, crossed over into the field of anthropology, where it

intermingled with the new racial  discourse that the re-emergence of France on the

colonial landscape had encouraged.92

49 It is no coincidence that, simultaneously with the military actions undertaken against

the  black  rebels,  moves  were  begun to define  the  new social  order  in  the  French-

controlled  Atlantic  region.  Towards  the  end  of  1802,  an  important  message  was

conveyed by Pierre-Victor Malouet, a man who had supported the revolution in 1789,

had defended slavery, had taken refuge in England after the fall of the monarchy and

had returned to Paris only thanks to the Brumaire coup.93 His comments on the French

colonial system in the Americas, which insisted on the importance of establishing a

connection  between  Guyana,  Saint-Domingue  and  Louisiana,  were  echoed  first  by

Pierre-Louis Berquin-Duvallon, a Saint-Domingue landowner who fled to New Orleans,94

and then, in March 1803, by Baudry des Lozières, in a second account of his travels in

Louisiana.95

50 This new book of his was an opportunity to speak above all  about Saint-Domingue.

Certain of an imminent recapture of the island and at odds with the philosophes de l’an II

—the Year II philosophers—who had inflamed the same savage hordes in France that

were  now  mirrored  by  those  in  America,  Baudry  des  Lozières  demanded  the  swift

reinstatement of slavery. He went on to explain why black people were inferior even to

the natives of Louisiana and put forward a social model where mixed-race people would

be punished for their insubordination.96

51 Dubroca did not share this view at all—his discourse remained a Republican one. Forced

to trim back arguments in support of humanitarianism, he nevertheless believed in the

civilising  power  of  revolutionary  France  over  the  obscurantist  forces  of  the  Ancien

Régime, which, in Saint-Domingue, first through the actions of the colonists and later

those of the black population, was making a sinister show of itself. Baudry des Lozières,

on the other hand, together with all the other supporters of the slave trade, was not

interested  in  Dubroca’s  tirade  against  the  British—also  slave  owners—because  it
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reflected a Republican outlook that he believed had encouraged the Africans’ dreams of

liberty.  These were two opposing political  lines that  were bound to clash with one

another in America, and with regard to America, with neither winning out over the

other, as Bonaparte managed to allow them to coexist thanks to the ambiguity of his

modernising plans. In this way, French civilisation intermingled its traditions with the

approach of the natural sciences, which defined a rigid hierarchy of the human species

and  ended  up  creating  racism  and  xenophobia.97 Bonaparte’s  disastrous  American

adventure thus bequeathed to 19th-century France a legacy of haughty presumption

that, representing a beacon of civilisation as it did, it could therefore feel authorised to

resort  to  force  against  those  populations—inevitably  backward  and  impulsive—that

opposed its cultural model.

 

Dubroca in Great Britain

52 Needless to say, Dubroca’s work was not successful in England. The first person to take

aim at him was the Reverend Herbert Marsh, a prolific Cambridge professor, who, in

1799,  painstakingly  confuted  Dubroca’s  writings  on  the  alleged  aggression  by  the

British towards revolutionary France. In particular, Marsh emphasised the manner in

which Dubroca mimicked the political views of Thomas Erskine, a London Member of

Parliament  close  to  radical  circles,  who  had  denounced  Pitt’s  warmongering

tendencies,  and  whose  speeches  against  the  English  government  had  also  been

translated  into  French.98 In  fact,  Marsh  was  wrong  about  this:  Dubroca’s  point  of

reference was actually Bertrand Barère, a former member of the National Convention,

who, only a few months before him, had published a pamphlet attacking England that

became the template for this ideological dispute with the enemy across the Channel.99

Among  the  many  criticisms  made  by  Marsh,  however,  one  that  stood  out  was  the

unreliability of the claim that London was the originator of the slave revolt in Saint-

Domingue.  Dubroca’s  reasoning was,  in his  view,  completely misplaced:  it  had also,

claimed Marsh, been in England’s interest to contain the black protests, which risked

setting a dangerous example for nearby British colonies and thus destroying the whole

colonial establishment in the American region.100

53 This stance was also in line with the benevolent neutrality of the English government

towards Leclerc’s expedition, given the widespread belief that the restitution of order

to  Saint-Domingue  would  benefit  the  entire  colonial  world.101 Yet,  while  the

unacceptability  of  an  African Commonwealth  in  the  centre  of  the  Americas  helped

bring about the Treaty of Amiens, it did not silence those in the British political sphere

who feared Bonaparte’s presence in America. For them, black insubordination was a

thing of  little  account compared with French expansionism.  It  was a  point  of  view

expressed  by  Marcus  Rainsford,  a  soldier  who  had  served  for  a  long  time  in  the

Caribbean. Very careful not to endorse abolitionism, he was nevertheless sympathetic

towards Toussaint Louverture, claiming that he owed his life to the black governor. His

support for the rebels, which led him to predict a French defeat,102 was informed by a

paternalism shaped by a sense of white superiority towards the blacks. It was for this

very reason that he made sure to console readers regarding the potential consequences

of a rebel victory. Even if they had managed to send the French packing, the rebels

would never have been able to upset the stability of the Caribbean area—their cultural
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inadequacies  would  have  prevented  them  from  spreading  rebellion  to  the  nearby

colonies.103

54 Rainsford’s views were shared by William Cobbett,  a British journalist who had just

returned from the United States, where he made a name for himself for fighting against

those endorsing the democratic ideas of the French Revolution. In his newspaper, the

Political Register, he criticised the Addington government for a benevolent neutrality

that had something in it of complicity. He was also a supporter of slavery, although his

evident contempt for black people did not prevent him from hoping that they would

push  back  the  French  troops.  He  too  believed  that  the  creation  of  an  African

Commonwealth was not a prospect to be feared: it would not have enough power to

damage the socio-economic balance in the Caribbean area. This line of thought was also

shared by the staunch abolitionist James Stephen, who, in 1802, condemned the First

Consul’s plan to re-establish slavery in America. While he feared that a black victory

would  destabilise  British  colonies,  it  was  an  outcome  that,  in  his  view,  would be

preferable  to  a  French  success,  which  would  inevitably  make  Bonaparte’s  political

expansion possible in the Caribbean.104

55 Other people, however, saw things differently. Henry Brougham, a future proponent of

the  abolition  of  slavery  in  Great  Britain,  in  a  detailed review  of  Stephen’s  work,

thundered against the slave trade and hoped that swift, white repopulation would help

fix the damage caused by human trafficking in the Caribbean colonies. However, for

this very reason, it was mandatory for Europeans to restore order in Saint-Domingue:

“the negroes are truly the Jacobins of the West India Islands. They are the anarchists,

the terrorists, the domestic enemy. Against them it becomes rival nation to combine,

and hostile government to coalesce.” He went on:

We  have  the  greatest  sympathy  for  the unmerited  sufferings  of  the  unhappy
negroes;  we  detest  the  odious  traffic  which  has  poured  their  myriads  into  the
Antilles,  but  we  must  be  permitted  to  feel  some  tenderness  for  our  European
brethren, although they are white and civilised, and to deprecate the inconsistent
spirit of canting philanthropy, which, in Europe, is only excited by the wrongs or
miseries of the poor and the profligate; and, on the other side of the Atlantic, is
never warmed but towards the savage, the mulatto and the slave.105

56 The English translation of Dubroca’s biography of Louverture needs to be seen within

the framework of a shared effort against the black spirit of rebellion in the Antilles. The

initiative was Henry Delhay Symonds’, a bookseller and printer who had already gained

a  political  reputation  for  publishing  Paine’s  works.  The  prompt  appearance  of  the

translation,  just  a  few weeks after the original  French publication,  was designed to

gratify the sympathies of a section of British public opinion towards Bonaparte. This is

revealed by the translation of the subheading, transformed from noirs insurgés de Saint-

Domingue into a more general ‘French rebels of St. Domingo’. Behind this variation lay

the wish to insist on the political meaning of the expedition, eager to crush the black

revolt to restore order (and to fully implement racial distinctions) to the Caribbean

island. In any case, the work received a lukewarm reception. In July 1802, for example,

the  paper  Monthly  Review denied  Dubroca  any  independence  of  judgement  and

highlighted the propagandist nature of his words:

According to the account before us, he [Toussaint Louverture] is a monster grown
old  in  the  perpetration  of  crimes;  the  assassin  of  his  benefactors;  hypocritical,
perjured and cruel.  It  must  be remembered,  however,  that  this  description was
composed to justify the strong measures taken by the French government against
him; and therefore, though the atrocities of which this Negro Chief has been guilty
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would be sufficiently horrible, were they related without the least exaggeration, the
pages of M. Dubroca must be read with caution.106

57 There resurfaced, in these words, insinuations regarding Dubroca’s dealings with the

French  government.  Even  harsher,  however,  was  the  Critical  Review’s  contribution,

which voiced the opinions of  the abolitionists  and regarded the expedition sent by

Bonaparte with great suspicion:

The life of a Black written by a White, the picture of the lion painted by the man […]
Toussaint  is  here  represented  as  a  complete  hypocrite  […]  from  a  writer  who
delights  in  such expressions,  it  is  in  vain to  expect  an impartial  narrative.  The
whole is a caricature, not a character. Yet, even in the attempt to make the poor
Black still blacker, the slave is far inferior in ferocity, cruelty and vice to the heroes
of the great nation, who have proved to mankind that all  the boasted effects of
civilised  life  cannot  tame  the  heart  of  a  White,  who,  when  he  throws  off  all
restraints of religion and virtue, is not to be distinguished from the most vicious
Black, but by superior art in increasing his crimes.107

58 This contribution was clearly influenced by James Stephen, who, in the meantime, had

written a laudatory portrayal of Louverture in which Dubroca was fiercely accused of

being at Bonaparte’s service in slandering an honourable man.108 Public opinion soon

sided with the black governor, as demonstrated by the appearance of many journalistic

efforts  in  Louverture’s  support.109 This  was  quickly  followed  by  the  publication  in

Germany of yet another book on Toussaint Louverture which, although purporting to

be a biography, was a wholly fictionalised account.110 In other words, if the publication

of Dubroca’s pamphlet in the English language was supposed to act as a promotional

operation to the benefit  of the First Consul,  its outcome could not have been more

disappointing.

59 This did not mean, however,  that,  in Britain,  the rebels’  cause immediately created

much of a following. In 1803, in a voluminous book about issues regarding the slave

trade, Brougham again claimed that it was entirely in Europe’s interest for France to

succeed in reasoning with the rebels.111 The following year, he reiterated that black

independence would not solve, but rather intensify, a problem originally caused by the

slave trade, which had brought an astounding number of Africans to the Caribbean

region.112 The resumption of the war, however, worked in the rebels’ favour. The Camp

of  Boulogne and the  threat  of  invasion led  the  British  press  to  close  ranks  on the

necessity of a naval blockade in Saint-Domingue to prevent the French from obtaining

reinforcements.  In  the  context  of  direct  support  to  the  Africans  rebelling  against

Bonaparte, James Stephen hastened back to his printing press and published first the

abovementioned  biography  of  Louverture  and,  shortly  thereafter,  an  appeal  for  a

prompt  alliance  between  England  and  Haiti.113 In  reality,  the  London  government,

reassured that revolutionary contagion would not spread among New World slaves, saw

things rather differently. In fact, it  adopted the line of those who believed that the

birth of an African Commonwealth—one with which they could immediately draw up

profitable commercial agreements—was on balance a fair price to pay for putting an

end  to  Bonaparte’s  adventure  in  the  Caribbean.  At  the  very  time  that  the  French

capitulated,  Lord Hobart,  Secretary of State for War and the Colonies,  wrote to the

Jamaican Governor, George Nugent:

If you can secure the proposed commercial intercourse, and restrain the brigands
from  getting  upon  the  water,  the  establishment  of  a  black  government  at  St.
Domingo will be less dangerous to Jamaica than that of the French—Your situation
must at any rate have been delicate—but all circumstances considered (provided
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the French are forced to evacuate) I should say the result was as favourable as we
cou’d have wished.114

60 Hobart’s words confirm that the English government believed that Dessalines could not

be  a  partner  in  a  political  dialogue and that  his  actions  could  easily  be  contained.

Shortly  after,  the  first  reports  of  the  massacres  perpetrated  on  the  whites  were,

therefore, seen as a confirmation of the bestial and ferocious nature of the blacks. In

spite of Stephen’s attempts to mitigate the events,115 British public opinion was soon

overwhelmed with news regarding rebel barbarity and atrocity.116 William Cobbett was

confirmed in his hatred of black people, indiscriminately portrayed as an inferior race

that was only capable of obeying and for whom the 1789 edicts merely provided an

opportunity  to  demonstrate  their  insuppressible  bestiality.  For  Cobbett,  the  French

Revolution was always in the dock as one of the accused: accountable not just for the

Terror, for the violence on the common people of Paris and for the wars in Europe, but

also for the brutal uprising of the African slaves in the New World. The triumph of the

blacks was the umpteenth confirmation of the nefarious consequences of revolutionary

concepts applied to those—whites, too, but mostly blacks—who lacked a fully rounded

civilisation.117

61 Within this context, a very hostile one for the rebels, in 1805, Marcus Rainsford again

addressed the subject of Saint-Domingue. He expanded his work from 1802, converting

it into a history of Haiti’s birth,118 while keeping Toussaint Louverture at the centre of

the work, a man whose inner strength and generosity represented the most distinctive

features  of  his  personality.  Dessalines,  who was  nevertheless  the  founder  of  Haiti’s

black republic, remained in the background and was presented only as Louverture’s

fortunate  emulator.  This  thematic  choice  proves  that  Rainsford,  although  officially

writing about Haiti’s origins, was actually addressing the British audience about the

dramatic confrontation—not just military—that had occurred in the Caribbean between

France and Britain. 

62 In his reconstruction, the history of the colony’s independence and the birth of a black

republic was interpreted as resulting from a clash between the European powers of that

period—losing,  thereby,  any  possible  historical  autonomy.  The  very  fact  of  placing

Louverture at the centre of the narrative for his human qualities rather than for his

political  profile  reveals  how Rainsford’s  polemical  target  was  revolutionary  France,

held  accountable  for  attacking  the  black  governor  for  not  following  the  rules  of

Republican policies.  This  originality  of  his  had been the  real  cause  of  Louverture’s

demise, and Dubroca’s biography, which Rainsford labelled ‘distorted for the purposes

of party’,119 was indeed proof of  it,  with all  the accusations made against the black

governor  arising  from  ideological  prejudice.  This  outlook  becomes  apparent  when

examining the manner in which Rainsford subordinates practical revolutionary policy

to skin colour parameters. 

63 In his work, the banner of equality was carried not only by white Jacobins but rather by

all the mixed-race people, who—if it is possible—had managed to outdo the former in

terms of violence, extremism and wickedness.120 That was the case of Ogè, who had

tried in vain to orchestrate an uprising in 1790, but mostly of General Rigaud—always

on the side of the Republic, opponent of the English and rival to Toussaint, and who

was  portrayed  as  a  brave  man,  but,  above  all,  cruel.121 In  Rainsford’s  narrative,

compared  to  the  revolutionary  extremism  of  certain  whites  and  of  all  mixed-race

people, the blacks constituted a world apart, driven to violence in the name of freedom
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but ultimately incapable of autonomous political decisions. Barbarity, thus, played a

role in absolving the blacks, while also valorising Louverture, alone amongst his peers

to have overcome the barrier of ignorance. In this way, he had found entry into the

civilised world and obtained the cultural identity of the whites without embracing the

violence of the Jacobins and their mixed-race comrades. 

64 From this point of view, Louverture’s profile anticipated the prerequisite for British

colonial policy in the 19th century to seek out a locally-based ruling class that could be

assimilated to a European lifestyle.  In this respect,  Rainsford’s stance, albeit from a

diametrically opposite point of view, linked up with Dubroca’s. In their accounts, they

both portrayed Louverture as a man who, thanks to education, had managed to step

beyond  the  historical  limitations  of  his  people  and  subsequently  enter  European

society.  Only  when  analysing  his  actions  as  governor  did  their  ideas  diverge.  In

Dubroca’s opinion, Louverture was a traitor who had disavowed the values of equality

in order to rush into an agreement with the English; in Rainsford’s view, he was the

embodiment of how the values of freedom clashed with the revolutionary narrative of

France. 

65 Both considered Louverture to be a civilised man, and this characteristic distinguished

him from his fellow blacks—neither Rainsford nor Dubroca questioned their inferiority.

It was not difficult to conclude, therefore, that only a violent internal conflict between

European whites had made it possible for some black slaves to come to prominence on

the landscape of international politics: a slave revolution in Saint-Domingue had never

existed, and Haiti’s black republic was only the random by-product of political conflict

taking place elsewhere. After 1804, in both France and Britain, Haiti seemed merely to

be  an  incident  along  the  way,  an  isolated  event,  the  outcome  of  a  sudden  rash,

rebellious gesture that would soon be forgotten by history. In the arrogance with which

European powers looked on Saint-Domingue’ independence lay the immediate reasons

for the silence that followed the birth oh Haiti.
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RÉSUMÉS

Jean-François Dubroca, polygraphe actif pendant les années napoléoniennes, ne nous apparaît

aujourd’hui que comme ayant rédigé les premières biographies, aux traits d’ailleurs lourdement

racistes,  de  Toussaint  Louverture  (1802)  et  de  Jean-Jacques  Dessalines  (1804).  Cela  pourrait

étonner, car, tout au long des années précédentes, Dubroca avait été un révolutionnaire acharné :

en 1792, à la chute de la monarchie, il se défroqua et se rangea du côté des républicains ; pendant

la Terreur il était proche des déchristianisateurs ; après Thermidor, il fut parmi les promoteurs

du  culte  théophilanthropique ;  et,  à  la  veille  de  Brumaire,  il  faisait  partie  du  Portique

Républicain, un cercle d'écrivains démocrates. Les biographies de Louverture et de Dessalines

représentent donc un sombre exemple de l'involution de la culture politique républicaine dans

les années du Consulat. Cet article procède par conséquent à une lecture des travaux de Dubroca

parus  au  début  du  XIXe siècle  –  parmi  lesquels  on  trouve  une  des  premières  biographies  de

Bonaparte et un rapport sur l'importance du retour de la Louisiane à la France – pour éclairer les

conditions et les motivations qui facilitèrent un tel dérapage. Il est hors de doute que son soutien

à la politique américaine de Bonaparte lui imposait la dénonciation de l’immoralité des anglais,

ouvertement accusés d’inciter les noirs de Saint-Domingue pour profiter des richesses de l’île. Il

s’agissait  d’une polémique qui  annonçait  le  début  de la  guerre de civilisation.  La victorieuse

résistance opposée par les noirs aux troupes françaises fit le reste et poussa Dubroca à dénaturer

l'œuvre civilisatrice de la révolution en une attitude coercitive face à ceux qui la refusaient. Sur

cet aspect reposent toutes les conditions pour la naissance du nouveau colonialisme.

Jean-François Dubroca, polygrapher during the Napoleonic years, is only known to us today as

the author of the first biographies, featuring heavily racist traits, of Toussaint Louverture (1802)

and Jean-Jacques Dessalines (1804). This might come as a surprise as, throughout his previous

years,  Dubroca  had  been  a  relentless  revolutionary:  in  1792,  when  the  monarchy  fell,  he

defrocked  and  sided  with  the  Republicans;  during  the  Terror  he  was  close  to  the
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dechristianisation; after Thermidor, he was among the promoters of the theophilanthropic cult;

and, on the eve of Brumaire, he was part of the Portique Républicain, a circle of democratic writers.

His biographies of Louverture and Dessalines thus represent a dark example of the involution of

republican political culture in the years of the Consulate. This article therefore examines the

works of Dubroca during the very first years of the 19th century—among which we find one of

the first biographies of Bonaparte and a report on the importance of the return of Louisiana to

French rule—and aims to shed light on the conditions and motivations that facilitated such a

dérapage. There is no doubt that his support for the American policy of Bonaparte forced him to

denounce the immorality of the English, openly accused of inciting the slaves of Santo Domingo

as a strategy to take advantage of the wealth of the island. It was an attack that would announce

the beginnings of a war of civilisation. The victorious resistance of the blacks against the French

troops pushed Dubroca to disfigure the civilising work of the revolution into a coercive attitude

meant for those who refused it. The path for a new colonialism had been laid.
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